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Hotfix Transfers
WITH MC CHATON ROSE MAXIMA

Our Maxima Hotfix Transfers achieve uniform-like perfection with each application. Up 
to the imagination of the designer, the possibilities of this addition to our portfolio make it 
a productivity enhancing game-changer.
Entirely customizable, Maxima Hotfix Transfers can be created using any combination 
of our catalog offer of colors, coatings and sizes of our hotfix MC Chaton Rose MAXIMA 
product line.

Like ink and a stamp...

ss 10ss 8ss 6ss 5ss 4ss 3 ss 12 ss 16 ss 20 ss 30 ss 34 ss 40 ss 48

Colors* 

Coatings

crystal ab, argent flare, velvet, honey, golden honey, blond flare, sunrise, aurum, monte carlo, starlight gold, capri gold, lava, red flame, venus, 
peacock green, blue flare, nightfall, labrador, hematite, silver flare, brown flare

Sizes
MC Chaton Rose MAXIMA   
art. 438 11 615

MC Chaton Rose 
MAXIMA   
art. 438 11 612

MC Chaton Rose MAXIMA   
art. 438 11 618

NOTE:

* All colors are available with AB coating.
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Product Specification

1   SPACING
Up to the size ss 6, the standard distance between stones is 0.5 mm; 
from ss8, the standard distance between stones is 1 mm. When combi-
ning more stone sizes, the standard distance between stones is also 1 
mm. Any shorter distance requirements are possible, but for an extra 
charge.

2   AVAILABLE DIMENSIONS
Transfers have a maximum width of 140 cm and an unlimited length. 
For the application and transport, transfers are cut in parts (the maxi-
mum size of one piece is 78 x 62 cm).

3   PRODUCT VARIABILITY 
Our hot fix transfers can be created by using a combination of up to 
10 different colors/coatings/sizes. More combinations are possible,  
but will be charged extra.

4   APPLICATION
Transfers can be applied only by hotfix using a machine press or a dry 
iron.


